EIM Technical Steering Group elects new Chair

Today, EIM’s Technical Steering Group (TSG) elected as Chair Hans Menschaert, International Affairs Technical Manager of Belgian rail infrastructure manager Infrabel. He succeeds to Francisco José Contreras Martinez from the International Department at the Spanish rail Infrastructure Manager ADIF, who has been confirmed as deputy Chair by the TSG.

EIM Executive Director Monika Heiming states: “I highly welcome the appointment of Hans Menschaert which reflects EIM’s commitment to ERTMS but also FRMCS. Both are important technologies to leverage the performance of rail infrastructure managers while creating the necessary digital layer for further innovation. I also thank the outgoing Chair, Francisco José Contreras Martinez from ADIF. He has shown remarkable commitment to EIM in providing a holistic view to the ongoing changes related to rail infrastructure and he will continue to do so as deputy Chair of the TSG.”

Hans Menschaert complements: “I thank EIM and the TSG for the confidence. I am keen to contribute to making rail infrastructure more efficient, sustainable, resilient and safe. After the preparation of the TSIs 2023 package and ahead of the TSI 2027 package, we need to bring ERTMS and FRMCS on a new level. This requires joint solutions, which I am keen to develop in a collaborative manner with the TSG and the EIM secretariat.”

EIM’s TSG coordinates the contribution of the members in the technical field, to the European Union Agency for Railways and its working parties. The TSG also provides strategic input to EIM on specific technical matters. The TSG elects a chair from among its members for a period of 2 years who acts as the main contact of the EIM secretariat with the TSG.

For further information, please contact:

Monika Heiming
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EIM, the association of European Rail Infrastructure Managers, was established in 2002 to promote the interests and views of the independent Infrastructure Managers in Europe, following liberalisation of the railway market. It also provides technical expertise to the appropriate European bodies such as the European Union Agency for Railways. EIM’s primary goal is promoting growth of rail traffic and the development of an open, sustainable, efficient and customer orientated rail network in Europe. To find out more about EIM, visit www.eimrail.org